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Mathematics. - "General comiclel'ations on t!te curves of contact 0/ 
sU1jaces wit!t conds, with application to the lines of saturation 
and binodal lines in ternary systems." (Oornmpnicated by 

Prof. D. J. KORTEWEG and Prof. F. Ä. H .. SCHREINEMAKERS). 

Intl'oduction. 

It is a known fact that in the study of the te1'na1'y solutions 
which for gi\'en temperature and pressure can be in equilibrium 
with asolid substance a great part is played by the curve of contact 
of the tangential cone of the ;-sUl'face with a given point as vertex. 

If namely we project the vertex of the COlle and its curve of 
contact on the horizonfal plane, then the projection of the CUl've of 
contact represents a ternary line of satnration, namely the series of 
the Sollltions, which for assumed temperature and preSbUl'e are 
satllrated with the solid sllbstance indicated by the projection 'of the 
vertex of the cone. 

The form of the line of saturation of asolid substance being 
thus determined by the fOl'~n of the curve of contact of a cone, it 
was our aim to investigate which peculiarities thib curve of contact 
conld display in some points of a given surff!.ce and in particula1' 
of the ;-surface. 

We choose as origin of the system of coo1'dinates a point 0 of 
the surface. ,We assume the X- and Y-axis in the tangential plane 
of the surface in point O. 

For the equation of the surface in the vicinity of point 0 we can 
then wl'ite: 

Z == Cl''/", 
2 +c,IVy+cay2+ dl a: 3 -t d"v'y+dalvy2+d4y3+e.,v4+e"v3y + .. (1) 

The equatioIl of a tangential plane iJl a point (c, '!I, .z of this surface 
becomes: 

. az àz 
Z - z == (X -IV) - + (Y - y) - • all) ay 

, 
If we wish to let th is tang en tial plane pass through a point 

P (p . q) of the X. Y-plane, then we must have 

az az 
(p - ,v) dlV + (q-y) ày + Z ::::: O. 

. ,az àz 
If in this equation we substItllte the values of z, a,v and ày out of 

r'l) we get: 
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(2c1P + c2q),7J + (I'~P + 2csq)y + (3dl P + d~q - C1),v2 + 
+ (2d2 P + 2dsq - c~),vy + (daP + 3d4q - CS)y2 + 
+ (4el P + e2q - 2dl ).7J 3 + (3e~p + 2esq - 2d~) ,v2y + 
+ (2eaP + 3e4q - 2ds),vy2 + (e4 P -+ 4e5q - 2d4)yS + ' ... == 0 (2) 

The above form (2) is theref'ore the eqllation of the curve of 
conta('t of a cone tOllching the sUl'face and having point P lp. 1q) as 
vertex. 

We shall IlOW distinguish three cases: ' 

J. 0 is not a parabolic point. 

Il. 0 is a parabolic point. 

lIl. 0 is a point of osculation. 

1. Poz'nt 0 z's not a pambolic point. 

As 0 is an elliptic Ol' a hyperbolic point, it follows that 

CICS - ~ C2 2 ~ O' We now assume the line OP as X-axis, so that 

q == O. We ean now distinguish two cases aecording to OP being 
an asymptote of the indicatrlx or not. 

lA. Tlte line OP is not an asymptote Dj the indicat?'lic. 

We aSSllme OP as X-axis and the conjugate diameter of the 
indicatrix as J7-axis; sa q = 0 alld C2 = O. FI'om (2) follows then: 

2clp,/] + (3dlP-Cl)1I:2 + 2d2plCy + (dsp - CS)y2 + ... = O. (3) 

'nle curve of contact tOllches therefore the Y-axis in, point O. 
As the À-axis (the line OP) and the Y-axis are conjugate diameters 
of the indicatrix, it follows that the line OP, connecting the vertex 
P of a cone wlth a point (j of its curve of contact, and the tangent 
in point 0 to this cnrve of contact are conjugate diameters of the 
indicatrix of point O. 

In general the curve of contact in the vicinity of point 0 is of 
finite curvatUl'e and detE'rmined by: 

2czp,v + (daP-cs) y~ = o. .. .. (4) 
1f p is chosen in sneh a way thar dB P - C3 = 0 th en the equa

tion is 

201 pt/] + (e4P-2d.) y3 = 0 . . . . • . (5) 

sa that the curve of contact has a point of inflectiolJ in poiut O. 
Severa) tel'nary Jines of saturation with one or more points of 

inflection are known. We find e.g. on the lioe of saturation of the 
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nitril of ambric acid in the system: water - alcohol - nitril of 
ambrie acid 1) at 4°.5 two poi~ts of inflection. 

JB. Tlte line OP is an Gsymptote of the inclicatricc. 
\-' I :: -

. We' assume 'op as X-axis, the other asymptote as Y-axis so that 
'q'= 0;, Cl' =-0 and Cs = O. 

Then the curve of contact is determined by: 

czPY + 3dl pm2 + (2d2P--C2) my + dspy2 + ... = 0 . .. ~6) 

80 the generatrix OP of the cone touches the curve of contact 
in 0 2

). ' 

We have here thus the case that through point P we can draw EL 

tangent to the line of saturation of the solid subsiance represented 
by P. This point' of contact, however, being a byperbohc point, this 
case ean appeal' only on, the unstable part of the line of saturation. 

IJ. Point 0 is a parabolic pQint. 

1 2 As 0 is a pal'aoolie' point, it follows that c1ca - 4: c, = O. Point 

Olies thus on the parabolic or spinodaI line of the surf ace. 

\ ' 
, , 

ct 
r 

fjA. The line OP does not coincide with the direction DJ the 
axis of the parabola. 

, In fig. :l let a Ob be the spinodal line, 
cOd the secHon of the tangential plane in 
o with the surface ;' 0 y" is the' tangent in 

p tbe cnsp 0 of this section and at the same 
""""'----~ X time the dil'ection of the axes. 

We now assume OP as X- and 0 Yas 
I"ig. 1. Y-axis, so that 'q = 0, c; = 0 and Cs = 0. 

Then we find for the equation of the cut've of contact: 

2c l P"u + \3dIP-CI):v
2 + 2a2pmy + dspy2 + ... + 0 

01' : 
, - • -. 2c1m + day' = o. . . . .. . (7) 

, $0 the curve of contact toucbes in 0 the line O.E, The direction 
of the Cline of \:ontact in the yicinity of its point of intersection 
"with tbe .spinodal. line - is ~herefore independent of the position of 
the. ,vertex P of the cone. 

• J • 

" 1} 1!'. A. H.' SCHREINEMAKERS. Z. f. Phys. Chem.' 27 114 (1898). 
~ '~) ,seel also: H. Au LORENTZ •• Z. f. Phys. Chem. 22 f123.1 
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We eau expï'ess this pro'perty álso' as follows: 'all the Jlines of satu
ration passing-- thl'ough a point a" of the ,spinodal line touch each 
other in this' point a" 

We have drawn the curve cOel in fig. 1 in such a way Ithat· the 
tangent 0 Y intel'sects thl9 spinodal line in' O. Tbat thics is true in 
generai is e~ident' from the following. 

The equation of the sp{nodal line is: 

02Z oZz (OZZ )2 
O.~~ . ày~ - àx'ày = 0 '. '. " . (8) 

a2Z à2z . à2z 
lf now we calculate out of \.1) the values of -a .' ;;- and ~, 

- lIJ- u:/l U,'lJUY 

aftel' having put tbel'e cz'=- ° and Ca ~ 0, we' find for (8).: 

(2(\+6d1 ,'V +2dzY"t .. ·) (2di·'IJ -t-6d4Y t .. ) - (2d~x+2d3Y+'''Y = o. 
As Cl is not' zero, we tlnd by first approximation for We equation 

of the spinodal line: ' . 

2dsx + 6dS = 0 . . . . . . . . (9) 

From tbis ensues therefore th at th'e tangent in 0 to the spinodal 
line ('tab fl)l'ms an angle with the lme ,0 Y".unless cl4 = 0. 

If howevel' el4 = 0, then it follows from (9) that tbe tangent in 
o to tbe spinodal lille coincitles with the line 0 Y. As thBn at the 
same time 

Cz = 0, c~ = ° and d4 = ° 
point 0 under· considel'ation is a plaitpoint 1). Hence: onIy in a 
plaitpoint the spinodal line and the curve of contact of a cone can 
touch each other. 

lIA.o:' Point 0 is a lJlaitpoint. 

As C2 = 0, Ca = ° and à4 = ° ~), the equation of the curve of 
contact becomes 

2c1,'V + dsy2 + ... = 0 . . . . . . I (10) 

80 all the CUl'ves of contact passing through the plaitpoint touch 
each othel' theL'e and their curvature is jndepend~nt of the distance 
from the vertex P of the cone to the plaitpoint. 

That (his curvatul'e is also independent of the direction of the line 
OP and therefore quite independent of the situation of P will soon 
tie evident. ' , 

From (8) follows for the equation of the spinodal, line: 

1) D. J. KORTEWEG Al'ch. Néel'l. (1) 24 60 (1891). 
~) D. J. KORTEWEG. l.c. 63 (1891), . " 
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(2c1 +6d1,'1I+2d2y + .. ) (2ds,'1I+2e3.'!)~+6('4''1!Y+] 2e~y2 + .. ) - . 
- (2d2/U+2d8y+3et,'1!2+4eg/Uy+3e4y2+ • • )2 =,0 

or at first appl'oximation for tbe equation of~ tbat line in the vicinity 
of the plaitpoint: 

4c1d8/U + (24cle~-4d32)y2 = ° . . . . . (11) 

The equation of thê binoda! line in the vicinity of point 0 is 1): 

dam + 2e~y2 = 0. . . . . . . . (12) 

We now write (10), (11) and (12' in such a way that the coefficient 
of x is the same fol' these three; so we find: 

fol' the curve of contact: 2cl ela,')J + d8
2y' = O. (13) 

., "spinodal line: "2cl ela.'v + 2 (6C18 s -ela
2

) y2 = 0 (14) 

" "binodal line: 2clelax + 4cle,y2 = 0 . (15) 

We shall now l'estrict ourselves, as only this is liable to realisatioll, 
to a plaitpoint of the fil'st kind 1), so that 

4cl eS - d/ > O. • . . . . . . (16) 

thus also Ol es > 0 and 601e5-ela 2 > O. 
From this ensues immediately that in tbe vicinity of the plaitpoint 

the curve of contact, tbe spinodaI hne, and the binodal line are cUl'yed 
in the same directiOll. 

Out of (16) we càn de duce : 

2(6c1eS-da2»4êleS>da2 . ..... (17) 

If we call the radii of CUl'vature of the spinoda.l line, the binodal 
line, and the curve of contact Rs, Rb, and Rr, it follows from (13), 
(14) and (i!'»: 

clds clda clda l 
Rs = 2" Rb = ., RI = . . (IS) 

(12c1es-2da ) szn f) 4cl ei .nn f) da J stn ti 

where f) represents the angle between the line OP and the tangent 
in the plaitpoint to the binodal line. 

In conllection with (17) follows from this that the spinodal line 
has the smallest radius of CUl'vature and the curve of contact the 
largest. 

From (18) we can furthermore dedllce: 
2 3 1 
_--- ....... (ISa) 

~ Rb Rs e 

Out of this relation it is evident that RI' is also independent of 
the direction of the line OP; fol' Rb and Rs are quantities, which 
depend excluRively on tue shape of the surface at point O. . 

, I 

1) D. J. KORTEWEG. l.c. 61 (1891). 
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If we introdllce instead of the radii of curvatUl'e R the cllrvatures 
]( we find 

21(, = 3Kb - Ks . • . • . . . (18b) 

For the rost the curve of contact has nothing remarkable in the 
vicinity of the plaitpoint except that its course th ere is in a high 
degree independent of the situation of the "ertex P of the cone, if 
but this vertex is not too close to the plaitpoint or not too close to 
the tangent to the spinodal line in the plaitpoint. 

o 

In fig. 2 sOs' represents the spinodal line, 
bOb' the hinodal line, and rOr' the curve of 
contact of the cone P, or in other words the 
line of satUl'ation of the solid substance P. As 
ensues out of the curvatures (18a and 18") 'of 
these three lines, these must have a position 
with respect to each other as in fig. 2. 

If we draw in this fignre a line rnnp parallel 
Fig. 2. to and in the vicinity of OP, then np mnst be 

equal to 2rnn. Jf namely we caiculate aJr , aJs , and o..'ö out of (13), (14) 
and (15) we find fOl' a same value of y: 

2 (ilJb-ilJr) = aJs - {Ub. 

In so fal' as the binodal line' has been drawn in fig. 2 the con
jugated pairs of fluids repl'esented by it are metastable; they aU 
break up into the solid substance Pand a solution 
saturation ?,Or'. 

In fig. 3 the point P lies on the other side 
of the tangent in 0 ~s in fig. 2. Li}le 1'Or' is 
the line of saturation, bOb' the binodal line; 
the spinodal line has not been drawn. 

In the vicinity of the plaitpoint the line of 
saturation must be curved, as has been repre
sented in fig. 3, in the same direction as the 
binodal line. ln its further course two or more 

of the line of 

Fig. 3. 

points of inflection ran of course appeal'. If e. g. P is a ternary 
solid substance, so that the line of saturation is a curve enclosing 
point P, then at least two points of inflection must appeal', as has 
been assumed in fig. 3. 

If now we change the temperature or the pressure, then the ~

surface changes according to position and form; point Prises and 
faUs. Now the binodal line and the line of satu1'ation of course also 
change their form. 
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We now imagine temperature or pressüre 
changed a little in such a direction that 'th'é 
two . curves of fig. 3 move away from each 
other. We then obtain fig. 4, in which the 
line of saturation has been representea but 
partIy. -11 is dear that it now'likewise has 
to show two points o'f infleétion. -lf both curveg 

~'ig. 4. move still farther from each other, th~n bi 
course both points of inflection can vanish. ' 

If we change temperature Ol' pressure in opposite direct-ion, then 
we ciw'se both curves of fig. 3 to overlap som~what. We"thèn find 
fig. 5, in which baa' b'- represents tbe l5inodal line and ma~'1"r Ihe 
line of saturation 'of P. <:; ---~ ~.__ \_~ 

. On .the part ~a~ n~t represented of tue binodal ' \ --:;~1.1 
lme hes the plaItpomt; the part a.a' of the . 
line of saturation lies between the part aa' of 
the binodal line and the straight line aa'. The li'ne 
of ,saturation of P ,is orily partlY,drawn. p 

As long as a and a' Jie but close enough to 
each other, ar and a'?" must lie as in 'fig. '5, 
they must run namely from a -and a' to that 
si de of line aa', where the ~ta9le part of .the, , Fig. 5. 

binodal line lies. In their fllrther course the lines ar ànd 'a'r' can of 
conrse intersect the line aa'. I • '. I', 

I ~ 'Of ~ 

We now have besides a series of solutiuns saturated wiNt P (ar' 
and a'J") and a series of conjugate solutions (ah and a'b") aho' à 
conjugate pair of flllids La+La' satul'ated with soud' P. " '." 

As the pfeées aa' left out of the binodal line ana ói the r line of' 
'\ ' ,.. ~ 1 • .. 

saturation . lie inside the three-phase-tria?gle Paa', the Quids repre-
sented by; them separate into P + La + La", , . 

Examples of lines of saturation witli two points of inflectión, 
between which' a curvature' in the same direction as the 'bfnodàl' 
line, we find e. g. in the system 1): wáter-AgN93 e'thy)ene cy~nide. 

At ± 11° ,the line of saturation' of 2 02H. (ON)2 .' AgNOa :fI~O [ 
touchès the binodal line in its plaitpoint and two points 'of inflectldii' 
appear as in fig. 3.' r,"" 

With n rise of temperafure both lines move away!'from eáchf 
other; the lines of satul'ation determined experimentally at 12°, ~~d, 
and 25° show distinctly, the type of fig. 4. ' 

1) W. MIDDELBERG. Z. f. Phys. Chem. 43. 305 (1903). 
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If we 10wel' the tempel'ature below 
11 0 , then the isotherïns in ihe vimmty 
of the three-phase-tl'ianglc show a form 
as in fig. 5. Lines of satnratlOn are 
also known which turn in their whole 
course their concave slde to the plmt
point of the binodal line; they have a 

C A form as 1'1" in fig. 6. 
In the system 1) water (C)--ethel' 

Fig. 6 (A)-malonic acid (P) snch a line of 
satmation and binodal line are eletermined at 15°. 

In the system 2): water (C) - e1hylene cyanide (A) -- benzOIc 
add (P) we find above 51° hkewJse Jsothe1'l11s as in fig. 6. Whefl 
10wel'll1g the 1("111 perature the two C'urves of fig. 6 apóroach each 
other; at 51 ° (he line of satul'ation 1'1" of 1he benzoic acid touches 
the binodal hne in lts plmtpomt O. At still la wel' temperatures a 
three-phase-tl'iangle appears and the isotherms in the vicinity of tbat 
triangle show a form as in fig. 5. 

Also in thr systems 1>:- water-phenol-alkalI lmes of satUl'atlOn appeal' 
of the type as m fig. 4. ' 

JljJ. The line OP has t/te dil'ection of the atIJlS of tlte pambola. 

We a&snme OP as Y-axis, then i] = 0, C2 = ° and G3 = 0. Sa 
the equation of the CUl've of contact becomes: 

. (19) -
Sa the curve of contu('t has 111 poin tOa node, therefOl'e Ü COnSl&~S, 

as JS drawn In fig. 8, of two intersecting bral1rhes 1'Oci and 1" ab. 
By a val'iaJtion of parameter (on the ~-sul'face temperature and 

pressure rome into consideration fol' this) out of fig. 8 al'~ formeel 
fig. 7 and fig. 9, So fig. 8 is the transition form between fig. 7 
anel fig. 9. 

P 

1) E. A. KLOBBIE. Z. f. Phys. Chem. 24. 625. 
~) l~'. A. H. SCllRI:INI:MAKI:RS. Z f. Phys. Chem. 26. 249 (1898). 

35 
Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XIV. 
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In fig. 7 ss' l'epresents the spinodal line; Tab and 1" ed are two 
branches of tlle CUl've of contact having in a and e a, tangent passing 
through point P. In these points a and e we have the case considered 
sub IB; a and e lie therefol'e both on the hypet'bolically cnl'ved 
part of the smoface. . 

Ir we pursue the branches flb and ed, tbese can of course pass 
into each olber 1); in fIg. 7 lhis continuatioll is represented by the -
dotted curve beel. 

In fig. 9 tbe curve of contact consists of the two branches 1'1" 

and abeel, separl:1.ted from each oth€'r by the spinodal line 8S' 2). 
The equation (19) can, however, also l'epresent an isolated point j 

the curve of contact then consisls of a single isolated point, 1ying 
on the spinodal 1ine. For a small change in parameter this point ' 
then vanishes or a closed curve of contact is generated. 

Inversely the closed 'curve of contact abeel of fig. 9 can thus 
contract so as to disappear in a point of the spinodal 1ine. 

To investigate whethel' the CUL've can possess other nq,des Ol' isoIated 
points (in ordinary not conical points), we cause the Y-axis to 
coincide with OP. This is of 'course al ways posslb1e anel then we 
have p = O. 

From (2) follows now as condition fol' a node C Jq = 0 and 2c3q = O. 
80 we find: 

1 
c2 = 0 ca = 0 and thel'efore a1so Cl Ca - - C

2
2 = O. 

4 

This is jllSt the condition for the generation of case IJB. 80 we 
find the llodes and iso1ated points on1y in case JJB, except of course 
in the points of osculation WhlCh éan be regal'ded as a special case 
of it, where Cl = O. 

80 we can say: 
"Nodes and isolated points of the ClU'\'e of conll:1.ct always 1ie on 

the spiuodal line." 
There would be l1l1 exception only if point P were on the slll'face 

itse1fi then of course there wouId aIways be in that pI ace an isolated 
point or node i this howevel' we do not discuss. 

lIB". Point 0 is a zilrtitpoint. 

We assume (fig. 10) OP as Y=axis so ibat besides Z:i = 0, C2 = 0 
and C3 = 0, we f1nd aIso d4 = 0 3). 

1) Camp. F. A. H. SCIIRI::INCMAKCRS. Z. f. Phys. Chem. 22. 532 11897). 
2) Camp. li'. A. H. SCIlRCJNEMAKCRS. Z. f. Phys. Chem. 22 531 (1897). 
3) D. J. KOR'l'r::wr::G. Arch. Néel'l. (I). 24 61. (1891). 
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Out of (19) now follows that lhe plaitpoint 
is a node of the cune of contact and at the 
same time that the line OP itóelf ió one of 
the tangents. To investigaie this curve of 
contact fUl'ther we wl'ile (2) (aftel' having put 

there IJ = 0, c~ = 0, c3 = ° and d4 = 0) in 
the form: 

"1 

Fig. 10. 

A.v2 + Btcy + C,'/]3 + Dtv2y + E,vy 3 + Fy3 + ... = O. . (20) 

To satisfy this by 
(JJ=ky~ 

we must have BI.: + F = O. Früm this ensues now, as B = 2 d3(j 

and F= 4 qe5 : 

2e. 
te=.---y2 .....•... (21) 

da 

thus l'eproducing the equation (12) of the binoual line in the yicinity 

of the plartpoint. 
Thel'efore the curve of con/act coincides in the vicinity of the 

plaitpoint with the binodal line. . 
This coincidence does not hoid fol' the higher terms, as is natm'al 

and as is shown still more clearly by the following. 

We put namely: 
.'/] = ky2 + my3 

and we substitute this value in (20). As will immediately become 
evident, we must include in (20) sillLthe term y4. We write fol' it Gy4. 

80 we find: 

(Bk + F)y3 + (Ak~ + Bm + Ek + G) y4 + .. , = O. 

Fl'om th is ensnes: 

m= 
Ak2+Ek+G 

B 
.- . • . . • (22) 

Now follows out of (2): A=d2q-cP B=2d3Q, E=3e4Q- 2d3 • 

Ir we calculate the coefllcient G of y4 in (2) we find: 

G = (j. p + 5 loq - 3 eG)' 
so here, as p = ° : 

80 we find, if we put for the cu!'ve of contact 1n = mi : 

4e6
2 2e6 

(cl-d~q) d:2 + (- 2ds + 3e4q) d + 3e. - 5 loq 
?nl = ___ ---=3 ___ . ____ ._3~ ____ _ 

2 d3 q 
.~ (23) 

35* 
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Fol' the second term ,?nuy3 of the binodal line we have: I) 

2 (e4e5 - da/a) 
mb = (24) 

ds
2 

so that the curve of contact and the binodál Hne diifer in the term y~. 
We now write: 

from which ensues: 

m, = lcy2 + 7111 yS + 
mb= ky2 + mb,1/ + 

m,. - ,1]b = (mr - mb) ,1/ + . . . (25) 

Out of (25) it is evident, f!Jat the ltinodal line bOb' anel tlle curve 
of contact dh,' must have with respect to eaeh other a position as 
in fig. 10. In this figul'e the part 1,0 of the curve of contact has 
heen drawn outside, the part J" 0 inside the binodal line. 

If we caleulate with the help of (23) and (24) 117" - mb we Ihen 
see that the 'sign of this difference depends on q, thus on fhe position 
of P. It is Iherefore also possible that for tbe same surface 1,0 lies 
in si de and 1" 0 outside Ihe binodal line. 

The curve of contact: 
2é 

m= __ y2 + 
ds 

and the spinodal line (11): I 

6 cl e5 - ds 2 • 

,1] = - Y' + 
clds 

diffel' already in the eoeffrcient of y2. Rence for a plaitpoint of the 
first kind the eurve of contact will always fall as in fig. 10, jllSt like 
tlle binodal line, on the outer si de of the spinodal line. 

As we have se en above the curve of contact consists of two 
bl'anches intersecting in the plaitpoint; one is tbe branch 1'01", 
considered above, tbe otbel' tbe branch '\ 01\ '. 

p 

l<'ig. 11. Fig. 12. 

If in fig. 10 we restriet ottrselves 10 that part of the lines rêpl'e· 
senting stabIe conditiolls, we iind fig. 11. Also the case repl'esented 

1) D. J. KORTEWEG, l.c. 69, 70. 
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in fig. 12 can of COlll'se appear, sa thai the binodal line vanishes 
because it fa)]s inside the sertor POrl

• 

Remarkable in both cases is that the stabie part of the line of 
saturation of P, alihough it represents an unbroken series of solutions, 
yet shows a discontinnity. This makes lts appearance in the eritieal 
solution saturated with solid P. 

111. Point 0 is a point of osculation. 

As in a point of oscnlation we hase Cl = 0, C2 = ° and Ca = 0, 
we get from (2) fol' the equation of the curve of contact: 

(3dlP t-d2qJ iV 2 + (2cl2P + 2113q) ,vy + (d21J + 3d4q) y2 + ... = 0 

or if we make the X-axis to coincide with OP: 
3d1.'IJ

2 + 2d2.vy + day2 + ... = 0 . .. (26) 

So Ihe Curve of contact consists either of an isolated point or it 
shows in 0 a node. FJ'om (26) it is evident tlw,t the directions of the 
two tangent~ are independent of the distance ti'om point P to point 
0; they depend only on the direction of the line OP. 

The above-mentioned pl'operty that tlle Cllrve of contact and the 
binodal line are curved in I'he same dil'ection in the vicinity of the 
pIaitpoint ((IA,,) causeel us to surmise th at this aIso wOllld be the 
case with a s~conel branch of tbe binoelal line, should snch a one 
pass throllgh the plaitpoint 1). 

This sUl'lnise ca.n be aftir'meel in tbe fallawing way anel it can also 
be shawn th at the curvatian of such a, branch cal'responds entirely 
to that of the curves of contact passing thl'ough the plaitpoint. 

a 

Fig. ] 3. 

Ta that end we assume again as Y-axis the 
Cl tangent to tbe spinaelal anel the binodal line 
X of t11e plaitpoint 01 (fig. 13); fol' tlJe X-axis 

we choose tlle line of conjugation 0 1 0 2 nnd 
we put Ol O~ = p. 

The tangential plane in a poiut Xl' 111' Zl 

in the vicinity of 01 is: 

Z (X ) d~1 (:lT )dz i 

- ZI = ./. -.'IJl -a + L -Y1 -a ' 
.'IJl Y1 

I) Comp. lhe p.lpel' of Ml'. KUI:NI:N (Pl'oceedings of. Oct. 1911, p. 420), 
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'l'he conclitions tlw,t .IJ!, VI' Zl aud .1'l' V2' ZJ are conjngated points 
thns becon1e: 

OZI OZ2 
o''V l - o''V 2 

OZI --L OZ2 
0Yl - OY2 

UZI UZI OZ2 uZ 2 
.'C,;;- + Yl;;- -Zl = ,'Vz ~ +.1)z::\- - Z2 

u.IJ l uy 1 u''V2 uy 2 

In conseqnence of the choice of the Y-axis we finel: 

tI = Cl.'C1
2 + dl.'V l

a + d2;IJ/Yl + da.'V I Y1 2 + el ,'V 1
4 + ... 

(27) 

(28) 

(29) 

If we pnt 'V 2 = 2) + ;2' so that Sz is a small qnantity we have: 

Zz =.: c'162
2 + t;'2S2Y~ + c'aY/ + ..... 

We now write the equations (27) (28) anel (29) in fuU; we then 
chrectly lefiye out the terms which are certainly smfiU with respect to 
those wl'itten. down, setting aside of what order 'V l VI S2 and Y2 will 
prove to be with respect to each other. We th en find: 

2cl ''V l + d ay:2 + ... = 2C'IS2 + C'2Y2 + .. , " (27;' 

d2 ,'V1
2 + 2da<'V 1Yl + 4e5Y1 3 + ' , , = C'2S2 + 2c'aY2 + . , , (28)' 

Cl .'V 1
2 + 2da''V I Y1 2 + 3e5Y1 4 + ' , , = 2pC'16z + PC'ZY2 + ' . . (29)' 

lf we sol\'e ont of (27)' and (28)' S2 and Y2 at first fipproximation 
we 'find: 

gz = arol + {J?'12 and Y 2 = a"'Vl + {J'Y1 2 

""here a, {J, a' and (J' have detinite values. 
From - thir:, ensues that gz and Y2 wiJl be of the same order of 

magnitude as Xl and Yll, when namel,)' those two cOrl'espond in 
order. If on the contrary 'V l and Y1 2 are of different order; then Sz 
and Yz must be of the lowest order as one of them (namely Xl or Y1 2

). 

Fl'Olll (29)' howevel' ensues that 2pC'1 Sl + pc 2 Y2 and so also 
2c' 1 Sz + c' J Y 2 are of highel' order than :1\ Ol' Y1 2 Ol' both; hence out 
of (27)' may be conclnded at [h'st appl'oxlmation: 

2cl <'VI + dSY1 2 = 0 (30) 

The equfition of the ,branch bOl b' of the binodal line (fig. 13) is 
therefol'e l'epl'esented fit fit'r:,t approximalion by (30), 'l'his equation (30), 
howevet', cOl'l'esponds entil'ely to (10) repl'esenting a curve of contact 
which touches the binodal lme a01a' (fig. 13) in the plaitpoint. 

In n,n entil'ely sirnilal' way as in l1.A." we can now deduce: 
"an nccidental branch of a binodal [iue passing through a plaitpoint 

is in this point al ways curved in the same dil'ection as the binodal 
line to which the plaitpoint belongs," 
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Betwecn the radii of cUl'vn,ture Rb, B'b and Rs exists of cOlli'se 
also the reIation 

3 1 

in whieh Rb l'epl'esents the radius of Clll'\'atl1l'e of the billoeln.lline to 
which tlle plaitpoint beIongs anel R'b the radius of Clll'Vatlll'e of the 
accidcntal bl'anch of (he l>inodaI line passing through the plaitpoint. 

We now substitnte in (28)' anel (29)': 
• d 

,,_ 3 Y 2 
tUl - - - '1 

2c1 

anel we fincl: 

in whieh: 

(31 ) 

(32) 

(33) 

The equaLion (33) l'epresents at appl'oximation the curve e O2 el 
(fig. 13); lts tangent in point 0 is determined by 

2 C' l S2 + c', Y2 -= O. . . (34) 

Tbe line detel'mined by (34) is the diameter conjugated to the 
X-axis of the inelicatrix in O2 ; so we find thq,t the tangent in O

2 

anel tbe conjugated line in Ol O2 al'e conjugated diameters of the 
indicatl'ix in O2 , This pl'opel'ty howevel' bas been known all'eady 
for a long time 1). 

We now take that tangent in O2 as new Y-axis, whiIst we 
keep the line Ol O2 as the X-axis. 

Eql1ation (33) 1l0W changes into: 

(lX + r-Yt = vX 3 

whel'e J., ~t and v have definite vaIues. Fl'om this ensues as a first 
appl'oximn.tion of the binodal lina in the vicinity of point O

2
: 

(..I4Y4 = vXJ, 
Ol' 

. (35) 

If we calclliate the radius of curvatl1re in point O2 we then find 

1) D. J. KORTI:WDG. 1. C. p. 299. 
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thnt iL is zel'O The branch c02c' of the binodnl line has thus in -
point O2 n somewhnt angnlar shape, withont however an angulnr 
point being really formed. 

This shape is, indeed, the prepnration to the welllmown 
form shown in fig. 14, genel'ated in O2 when the con
jugated bl'anch bOl b' in fig, 13 begins to intel's~ct the 
plait aOla'. \ 

MOl'eover . it is evident fl'om the· fact that g2 and Yz in 
the virinity of the points Ol and O2 are of the same 
order of magnitude as VI a t"\'nel therefol'e mneh smaller 

FJg. 14. than Yu that the connode Ol wiJl dispJace itself there 
mnch quickel' than the connode O2 , 

Astronomy. - "Tlte jJliZky way anc! the star-streams." By Prof. J. C. 
KAPTBYN. 

In a IectUl'e, delivered betol'e the Congl'ess of Physicists and 
Physiciaus in the month of April, I al'rived at' the coneInsion that 
"in passing fi'om tlJe stars of the speen'al type 13 1) (Helium-stars) to 
tllose of the type A (Sirius-stars) anel ftom these io those of the 
type G (soIar-stal's) there is a gmdual change in the elireclion of 
the stl'eams. 

The stream-velocity was also fonnel to be different. Owing to want 
of materiaIs, howevel', the latter result was still even more uncel'tain 
than the former. PartIy by the publicatioll of CAlIIPBEJ,L'S radial 
velocities of 13 stars 2), partIy by (not yet publisheel) observations made 
on Monnt Wilson, I have been able this summer materia,lly to 
diminish this uncel'tainty. 

It is tl'ue, th at the inerease of om' data l'epresents but a small 
fl'actlOn of what is ul'gently wan teel. Still howcvel', so mucn seems 
to have been gained all'eady, that th ere is a pl'etty strong pl'obability 
lil faVOll1' of the coneInsion that: not only the direction but also 
the veloeity of the two gl'eat stal'-streams gradually changes in 
passing fl'om type 13 to type A allel tllenre to type G. 

In these eil'culllstanees I fee I justitieel in na Jonger suppressing a 
conclllsion whieh was not yct communic'ated in my AprIl lectm·e. 

In what follows, stl'eam-direetion anel stl'eam-veloeity vvm mean 
dil'ection anel \'elocity l'elative _ to lhe solar sj'stem, unless lhe COnLl'ary 

1) 1u what follows the nolalions of HARVARD college observatory have been 
adopled. . 

2) LICK Bulletin Nn. 195. 
'i 


